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Gruppeprojekt – del 2

Dette er anden del af det obligatoriske gruppeprojekt. Projektet skal udføres i de samme grup-
per, som den første del af projektet. Grupper kan dog sl̊as sammen s̊a længe det samlede antal
studerende ikke overstiger 4.
Formuleringen nedenfor er p̊a engelsk, men I m̊a selvfølgelig gerne aflevere p̊a dansk. Besvarelsen
skal afleveres via e-mail til gruppens hjælpelærer (se kursushjemmesiden) senest:

Torsdag d. 30. marts kl. 23.59.

Form̊al

Sammen med første del af projektet udvikler denne del kompetencer indenfor databasedesign. Den
involverer den anden iteration af ER designet, og relaterer i øvrigt til følgende kursusmålene om
at I skal kunne:

• Foretage normalisering for at forbedre en relationel datamodel

• Skabe database constraints, s̊asom referenceintegritet

Case description – continued

The hand-in concerns the continued development of the new database of IT@. Just after you
finished your draft EER diagram, it was decided to integrate an existing database, concerning
inventory, with the new system. The aim of the inventory database is to keep track of all objects
(e.g., chairs, tables, and computers) that may be moved around IT@. Objects are grouped ac-
cording to type, according to in what room they are located, and according to who is responsible
for the objects in that room. (E.g., all the chairs in a room will typically be of the same type, and
hence form a group.)

The database was developed by Rapid Consulting (who offered a very advantageous price)
and is described in the following. The ER diagram (omitting attributes of entity sets), and the
corresponding relation schema are shown below:

OBJECT in ObjectGroup in Room

Type

Person
responsib

le

has
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Object(ObjectID,buyDate,supplier)
ObjectGroup(ObjectGroupID,inRoom,responsible)
Type(TypeID,description)
Room(RoomID,capacity,AVequipment,comments)
Person(PersonID,FirstName,LastName)
ObjectInObjectGroup(ObjectID,ObjectGroupID)
ObjectGroupHasType(ObjectGroupID,TypeID)

Having studied Databasesystemer you will wonder if this is really in BCNF. If not, you should
perform the normalization, and change the ER diagram such that it reflects the normalized design.
Also, you may consider whether the ER diagram can be simplified, or improved in some other
way.

Redundancy

Since the draft EER diagram was made, you have become aware of some apparent redundancies
in the data representation implied by the model:

• Exams of a course are always held exactly two weeks after the last lecture.

• There are a number of competences required by all study lines. These are repeated for each
study line.

• The exam for a particular course is held in the same room every semester in which the course
runs.

You should investigate whether this leads to anomalies in your database schema (i.e., that the
relations are not in BCNF).

Your task

For this hand-in you should be able to make a final, complete EER diagram of the whole database.
This is to be converted into relations, using the method discussed in the course. You should ensure
that the result is in BCNF by changing the EER diagram, if necessary. Furthermore, you should
create the relations in Oracle, and write statements for adding all the desired constraints.

Tip: When entering data, referential integrity constraints can cause problems. A good solution
is to defer constraint checking until the end of the transaction performing the insertions. To do
this you must declare the referential integrity constraints as DEFERRABLE. In particular, you may
write DEFERRABLE INITIALLY DEFERRED after a referential integrity constaint to obtain this effect.

Entering data: You may, if you wish, already now enter data into relations for use in con-
nection with the third group hand-in, but this is not a requirement. When all insertions have
been made, write COMMIT for them to take effect. Note that if any referential integrity constraints
is violated, none of the insertions will be done! Thus, it is a good idea to keep the insertion
commands in a separate text file.

What must be handed in

You must hand in a final data model for the system, including:

• EER diagram. An EER diagram for the system, using the notation of MDM. For clarity
you may wish to omit attributes from this diagram. You should explain the process behind
any changes you made to the ER diagram by Rapid Consulting.

• Description of entities, relationships and their attributes. A short description in
words for all parts of the EER diagram whose meaning is not completely obvious.
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• Relational data model. This should be derived from the EER diagram. If you made any
choices, e.g. in connection with super/subclasses, you should briefly explain your choice.
The relations must be in BCNF. If you end up with relations that are not, you should
modify the EER diagram such that this is no longer the case. Unless you make special
assumptions about the data, you do not need to argue that the relations are in BCNF.

• SQL DDL statements. The statements for creating the relations and the constraints im-
plied by the EER diagram (or your supplementary documentation of the data model). You
are only expected to enforce constraints that are directly supported by SQL – in particu-
lar you are not expected to write triggers. Primary keys constraints, referential integrity
constraints, and at least 5 check constraints are required.

One the first page, clearly specify the members of your group (if someone dropped the project,
don’t include him/her). The project should be sent as a single file in PDF format to your
teaching assistant. Start the subject line of the e-mail with DBS:.
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